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dropping in

RULES OF SPRING*
LOSE THE SHORTS, GRAB THE BOTA, AND DON’T BLOCK THE BOOBS.

Fear not. The days will get longer, the sun 
warmer, and the climes more party-friendly. 
Ergo, here’s my list of spring skiing command-
ments. Obey!
1. Don’t ski in shorts. Why try to emulate 
English schoolchildren with their high socks and 
short trousers? Do you think wearing shorts 
makes you seem a rakish free spirit? It doesn’t. 
It makes you a Parrothead wannabe at great 
risk of discovering snow’s abrasiveness.
2. Give it up for the corn. To skiers, corn is 
not the bright little grain that sails untouched 
through the digestive system. Rather, corn is the 
slightly melty snow that occurs during the long, 
warm days of spring. It’s hero snow, some of the 
most delightful stuff to slide on. 
3. Get to the hill early. On the hotter after-
noons, a wicked strong sun sears the snow-
pack, turning it from one staple of discount 
buffets (corn) to another: mashed potatoes. 
When the snow becomes as grabby as a bad 
prom date, check out the more interesting 
hydrodynamic properties of a condensing 
margarita glass. 

4. But not too early. Salute ski areas, like my 
home mountain of Telluride, that wisely adjust 
their hours from, say, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., to 10 to 
5. This avoids the needless skiing of morning 
boilerplate and allows the sampling of superb 
late-afternoon corn on cooler spring days.
5. Use a bota bag. Botas confer the satisfaction 
of toting a liter of wine around your neck and 
offer safety not found in a flask or bottle. After 
the fun juice takes effect and you slam a spruce 
chest-first, a bota cushions the ribs instead of 
shattering them.  
6. Wear a costume or retro gear. Most will 
choose to get goofy on the season’s final day, 
but I usually spend a whole week in my 1992 
purple-and-green North Face one-piece with 
black Cordura shoulders. It builds character.
7. Don’t be obvious when gaping at girls in sports 
bras. Look discreetly, from behind lenses that hide 
eye movements. Fools who leer ruin  
cleavage viewing for the rest of us.  
—ROB STORY
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Rob Story is Skiing’s columnist. He 
survives on slush bumps and red wine.

*We reminded Rob that winter had barely begun but he 
still wanted to write about spring, so we just rolled with it.
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HARDWARE-
WINNING 
MOUNTAIN BEERS 
FROM THE 2012 
GREAT AMERICAN 
BEER FEST.

Baba Black 
Lager
UINTA BREWING  
CO., SALT LAKE  
CITY, UTAH
SILVER MEDAL

Light in body but smoky, 
chocolatey, and bready 
in flavor, this black lager 
is smooth without being 
simplistic. Kinda like 
your ski style, right?

Whiteface Black 
Diamond Stout
GREAT ADIRONDACK 
BREWING CO.,  
LAKE PLACID,  
NEW YORK
SILVER MEDAL

Very true to style, 
this beer nails the 
combination of coffee, 
chocolate, and molasses 
flavors and then 
finishes with a balanced  
hop bite.

2x4 Quadruple  
Pale Ale
THAI ME UP 
RESTAURANT  
AND BREWERY,  
JACKSON,  
WYOMING
GOLD MEDAL

Winner of one of the 
most competitive GABF 
categories, Imperial 
IPA, 2x4 is powerfully 
bitter and resiny, and 
balanced with fruity 
goodness.

Face Down Brown
TELLURIDE BREWING 
CO., TELLURIDE, 
COLORADO
GOLD MEDAL

Face Down is well 
rounded with notes of 
coffee and brown  
sugar and a slight 
hoppiness. Despite 
its robust flavors and 
relatively high strength 
(5.7 percent), it drinks 
light. Assume the  
position.


